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Double Duty
High-achieving women in corporate America find themselves
managing companies and households. Alumnae report that home
and family aren’t left behind when they land the corner office.
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A Political Remix
Political scientist Kendra King ’94 considers the hip-hop generation
and the Obama future. A professor at Oglethorpe University in
Atlanta, King eschews stereotypes and keeps her students—and her
colleagues—guessing.
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10/Scholar’s dream comes true
11/Another film fest
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12/Rocío Orantes Carey ’06 on
stereotypes, feminism, and football

36/A peace grant benefits
women in Mali

30/Chris Copeland ’09 on a car crash—
and football
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book sparkles
35/Cape Town examined by
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Talk About Future | Martin Connelly ’08 calls Gerry Hadden ’89 on
the phone to talk about life, building yurts, having kids, and the timeless question: "When do you feel like a grownup?" Listen in.

Expatriate | Emily Goodnow ’09 explores the conflict of falling
in love with an African place and culture only to find certain
customs unacceptable.

Keyword: growingup

Keyword: peace

Giant Robot | Bruce Maxwell (computer science) tells why he is
wild about robotics.

Foreign Exchange | Qiamuddin Amiry ’09 and John Campbell ’09
not only dreamed of bringing high school students to Maine from
Afghanistan, they did it.

Keyword: robots

Haunting Reflection | Darshini Mahadevia ’10 on how the
terrorist attacks in Mumbai struck very close to home.
Keyword: mumbai-attacks

Being Muslim | Muslim students and faculty share feelings about
their religion and its use as a perjorative in the presidential election.
Keyword: muslim-campaign

Keyword: afghan-scholarships

Plugged In | Mark Jablonowski ’10 rose from intern to technology
director in the Barack Obama campaign. Now he is charged with managing all of the technology for the inauguration.
Keyword: political-techie

A Taste of Colby
Nirakar Poudel ’12 and Smriti Bajracharya '11, left,
serve foods from their native Nepal to staff and
students attending the International Food Festival in
Page Commons in November. Poudel and Bajracharya
are from Kathmandu.
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